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Abstract.

Nuclear data, describing neutron reaction probabilities (cross sections) and decay

behaviour, are critical to the design and operation of fusion experiments and future

fusion power plants. Equally vital, are the inventory codes that use the data

to predict neutron-induced activation and transmutation of materials, which will

define the radiological hazards that must be managed during reactor operation and

decommissioning. Transmutation, including gas production, combined with the

neutron-induced displacement damage, will also cause the properties of materials

to degrade, for example through swelling and embrittlement, eventually limiting the

lifetime of components. Thus validated and accurate nuclear data and inventory codes

are essential.

For data validation there are decay heat measurements performed at FNS in

Japan more than 20 years ago. The experiments produced an invaluable database

for benchmarking of nuclear data libraries; the latest versions of several international

libraries perform well against this data during tests with the FISPACT-II inventory

code, although there is still scope for improvement. A recent attempt to provide fusion-

relevant validation based on γ-spectroscopy data from neutron-irradiated material

samples tests production predictions of short-lived (several hours or less) radionuclides.

The detailed analysis performed for molybdenum demonstrates how these data could

eventually provide a new benchmark, and also illustrates the potential benefits of

further experiments targeting the longer-lived radionuclides relevant to maintenance

and decommissioning timescales.

There are also some successful tests of transmutation predictions with FISPACT-

II. These direct validations of inventory simulations are critical for lifetime predictions

and future experiments should learn lessons from the examples described for tungsten,

which demonstrate the importance of an accurate description of the neutron spectrum

in experiments. More novel experimental techniques are needed to measure helium

production in materials such as Fe and C, but the need to validate the nuclear data

evaluations used by simulations should motivate future experimental efforts.
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1. Introduction

Designing the next generation of fusion experimental facilities and prototype power

plants requires detailed predictions of the nuclear response of materials. In particular,

engineers need to design the plant operation, maintenance and decommissioning with

accurate knowledge of the neutron-induced activation of the materials being proposed for

regions within the vacuum vessel of magnetic confinement fusion tokamaks (and inside

the vessel/chamber of any other fusion concept where neutrons are produced), where the

neutron exposure will be highest. For example, computational assessments are vital to

understand the radioactive waste arisings that can be expected at the end-of-life (EOL)

of future fusion reactors, with results of the severity [1, 2] and volumes [3, 4] of waste

being used to drive design refinement [5], consideration of alternative materials [6],

and even review of the approach to classification of fusion waste [7]. For example,

figure 1a illustrates outputs from whole reactor waste assessment predictions for the

European demonstration fusion power plant (EU-DEMO), which are only possible with

comprehensive nuclear data libraries used by modern and efficient nuclear inventory

codes [8].

In some cases, the material and component lifetimes can be impacted by the

neutron-induced transmutation (change in chemical composition), even before the

radio-activation is taken into account; early removal of components to reduce severe

activation and difficulties in handling and decommissioning is a possible solution to

the waste challenges faced by fusion and hence could also be considered as life-

limiting. Mechanical, structural and other functional properties of the materials are

influenced, sometime detrimentally, by changes in composition. For example, rhenium

(Re) concentrations of a few atomic % in tungsten (W), which is a reasonable expectation

from predictions of the EOL chemical make-up of W armour tiles in the first wall

of the EU-DEMO first-of-a-kind (FOAK) fusion power plant [10], have been shown

to significantly reduce the thermal diffusivity, and hence thermal conductivity, of

W [11], which could significantly alter the ability of armour tiles made of W from

performing the necessary heat removal to avoid melting. There is even emerging

evidence that the clustering of transmutation products might impact the performance

of the Reduced-Activation Ferritic-Martensitic (RAFM) steels being designed for fusion

applications [12], despite the fact that transmutation rates are relatively low in these

materials (certainly compared to W). On the other hand, it is well-established that

the production of gas, hydrogen and helium, via transmutation reactions, can lead to

embrittlement and swelling in steels [12,13], while helium is known to reduce the strength

of welds if present in the steel being welded at concentrations as low as 10 parts per

million [14,15], and so accurate prediction by nuclear codes of the gas production rates

under neutron irradiation is needed to determine the lifetimes of materials.

Reliable nuclear data and high-fidelity in the codes that use them to make

transmutation, activation, and transport predictions is critical. Nuclear data, often

taking the form of application-specific libraries, are used throughout the fusion reactor
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(b) EUROFER activity evolution

Figure 1: Waste assessments for EU-DEMO. 1a shows the predicted mass of waste

that would require disposal as intermediate level waste (ILW) under UK regulations

as a function of time after the end of life (EOL) of EU-DEMO. The mass at each

time is subdivided by reactor component, indicated by the colours in the legend (each

component is further subdivided using different shading patterns, but discussion of

those is beyond the scope of this paper). 1b shows an example evolution in activity

for EUROFER steel, which will make up the majority of the blanket, divertor and

shield regions of EU-DEMO. The bar for each time is divided to indicate the relative

contributions to the absolute activity from different daughter elements in the make-up of

the activated steel, showing that radionuclides of C, created under irradiation, dominate

the activity at long timescales. See [1, 2, 6, 9] for more details.

lifecycle: from the design phase where transport simulations and inventory (burn-up)

calculations are used to predict the shielding efficacy, tritium breeding performance, and

radiological hazard of a design; through construction, where those same calculations

must be refined and qualified using the as-built configurations to satisfy regulators

and gain permissions to operate; to operations, where many of the diagnostics rely

on good nuclear data to measure plasma performance; and finally to maintenance and

decommissioning, where activation predictions must be accurate to enable the planning

of remote handling activities and waste management.

This paper reviews UKAEA efforts to validate nuclear data libraries and test nuclear

inventory codes, which predict transmutation, using available experimental data. Recent

efforts to perform nuclear data experiments using γ-spectroscopy for fusion relevant

elements including Mo are also presented, highlighting the challenges faced when trying

to repurpose ageing facilities to obtain high quality irradiations and measurements.

We also discuss some rare, successful benchmarking of transmutation predictions from

inventory simulations; for W in fission test reactors. Below we begin by discussing an
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extensive and important fusion-relevant test suite based on experimental decay-heat

measurements.

The needs of future nuclear data measurements and benchmark experiments for

fusion inventory simulations are discussed throughout the paper because these will help

to reduce uncertainty in code predictions and to minimise engineering safety factors

(which are costly), which is highlighted by some deficiencies in cross sections that lead

to helium production in Fe and C.

2. Nuclear data and inventory benchmarks

2.1. FNS decay-heat measurements

At the end of the last century, from 1996-2000, a series of experiments were performed

at the Japan Atomic Energy Agency’s (JAEA) Fusion Neutron Source (FNS) [16, 17]

For almost two decades, this benchmark has been used to test the quality of nuclear

data for fusion applications (see, for example, [18–22]); it has been applied to qualify

nuclear data libraries for use in activation calculations on both ITER and EU-DEMO.

Full details of the experimental methodology and process by which the data is used

as a simulation benchmark are given in [21,22]. 73 different materials were irradiated for

either 5 minutes or 7 hours in the 14 MeV FNS source and the total heat output from

each sample was subsequently measured over periods of minutes or days, for the shorter

and longer irradiation experiments, respectively. There is good provenance and data

quality, allowing faithful reproduction of the experiments via simulation, which is done

at UKAEA using an automated script, allowing the benchmark simulations, plots, and

statistical comparisons to be performed within minutes (more detailed analysis of each

material, as presented in the technical reports [22] can take longer due to the inherent

subtlety in each experiment, see the examples discussed in [21]).

Figure 2 shows two typical comparisons from the benchmark. The top graphs

show the total decay-heat data measurements (as data points) alongside the curves

obtained from FISPACT-II simulations with several different general-purpose nuclear

cross section libraries for stainless steel grade 316 (a) and elemental osmium (b).

FISPACT-II [8] is an inventory code for predicting composition evolution of materials

under irradiation, which has been developed at UKAEA for almost three decades.

For SS316 in 2a, the performance of the simulations in capturing the total decay-

heat evolution following a 7-hour irradiation is excellent for all nuclear libraries. This

is an impressive validation of the inventory calculations because of the number of

contributing nuclides that must be correctly predicted to produce the right total

at each measurement. The lower panel associated with this experiment, figure 2c,

which shows the underlying contributions to the TENDL-2021 [23] total from evolving

(decaying) individual radionuclides, demonstrates that the contributions from seven

different nuclides, with different fractional contributions as a function of time, must be

properly represented in both magnitude (determined by the reaction cross sections) and
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profile (determined by decay data) to produce the good match.

However, figures 2b and 2d, for Os, which requires accurate inventory predictions

due to its importance as a transmutation element in W [21], demonstrate that the

comparison is not always so good. The decay-heat experimental data in this case are

poorly captured by the simulations and, even worse, there is significant disagreement in

the profiles and magnitudes of predictions by different libraries, which makes it difficult

to assess the cause of the disagreement to experiment and thus to consider remedies.

The nuclide breakdown for the TENDL-2021 simulations in figure 2d do at least give

some clues; as discussed previously in conjunction with EAF2010 [21], the profile of

the 190mOs radionuclide, with a half-life T1/2 of 9.9 minutes, appears to have the right

evolution profile for the total decay-heat measured. A previous benchmark report [24],

noted the EAF2010 partial success, and this directly led to improvements in the next

release of TENDL, TENDL-2019 [25], which also benefits TENDL-2021 here. Further

adjustments (reduction) of the cross section for the production of 190mOs via inelastic

scattering alongside changes to the production of the minor radionuclides could solve

the remaining over-prediction in 2d.

Figure 3 demonstrates the overall benchmark performance of several nuclear data

libraries against the decay-heat data. Average C/E values – arithmetic mean of the

ratios of the Calculated decay-heat values to the Experimental measurements at each

acquisition time – are shown in figure 3a. These indicate that the predictions with

the latest TENDL (TALYS-Evaluated Nuclear Data Library developed at IAEA and

PSI, Switzerland) and JEFF (Joint Evaluated Fission and Fusion File produced via

an international collaboration of NEA Data Bank participating countries) libraries,

TENDL-2021 [23] and JEFF-3.3 [26, 27], respectively, as well as the 2010, and last,

version of the older, European Activation File (EAF) [28] developed at UKAEA, are in

good agreement with the majority of the experiments. At higher mass numbers, A, the

deviations increase, although the experimental uncertainties are also higher (shown by

the vertical bars in the figure). Meanwhile, the latest ENDF/B-VIII.0 [29, 30] library

from Brookhaven National Lab in the US performs less well than the others, with a

significant number of over-predicted calculations in the mass range around 100.

This poorer performance is illustrated further by the distribution of reduced-χ2

statistic values in figure 3b, where ENDF/B-VIII.0 has a smaller proportion of values

below two, while both it and JEFF-3.3 are noted to have more high χ2 values above 20

than the either EAF2010 or its modern successor, TENDL-2021. For ENDF/B-VIII.0

and JEFF-3.3 some of the large disagreements (clearly visible as outliers in figure 3a have

been demonstrated [22] to be due to insufficient coverage of target isotopes and reaction

channels. It is noteworthy from figure 3b that after more than a decade of development

the distribution of χ2 for the latest 2021 version of the automatically generated TENDL

library now performs as well as the EAF2010 library that it has largely replaced for

fusion applications.
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Figure 2: Example results from the FNS decay-heat experimental benchmark for fusion

inventory simulations. Upper plots compare the decay-heat (as heat output in µW/g)

cooling simulation results alongside the experimental data points for (a) a 7-hour

irradiation of SS316 and (b) a 5 minute irradiation of pure Os. The corresponding

lower figures, (c) and (d) show, on a log time scale, the detailed radionuclide breakdown

of the results obtained with the TENDL-2021 [23] data library. The time evolution of

contributions from the important radionuclides are plotted against heat output (upper

panel of (c) and (d)) and % contribution to total heat output (lower panels). Note that

the curves in these figures have a smooth appearance due to the inclusion of additional

simulation data points (not plotted) between the points shown for the measurement

acquisition times.
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Figure 3: Performance statistics of FISPACT-II simulations with different nuclear

data libraries against the FNS decay-heat benchmark database. 3a shows the average

deviation of each library’s predictions from the measured data-points of each experiment,

plotted against the mass number of the main parent element contained in the

experimental sample. For 3b, a reduced χ2 has been calculated for each experiment

using the errors reported for each data point. Here the reduced χ2 is the arithmetic

mean of the squares of the differences between the simulated and measured decay-heat

points divided by the experimental uncertainty at each measurement. See [22, 27] for

further details.
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2.1.1. Future decay-heat measurement needs While the FNS decay-heat benchmark

described above is highly valuable, with good provenance and data quality, it is not

without deficiencies; it does not contain experiments for some of the key fusion materials,

such as RAFM steels that are expected to be used inside fusion reactor vessels and

which have a different decay-heat profile than SS316 due to the reduction in long-lived

Ni isotopes but increase in production of short-lived radionuclides from W [1]. Nor

does the existing benchmark include measurements for longer irradiation times. At

higher fluxes and longer exposure times, ones relevant to the near-continuous operation

regimes of commercial reactors or in the later phases of experimental operation for the

future development reactors such as EU-DEMO, a key concern would be the increased

production of radionuclides with half-lives of weeks, months, and years, that are only

partially explored by the 7-hour irradiations in this low-flux benchmark.

Reliable decay-heat predictions remain an ongoing need for fusion; it is critical

that simulations are accurate to avoid either under-engineered cooling, which could lead

to damage to materials and components, or over-engineering that is both costly and

energy-consuming.

2.2. Activity measurements using γ-spectroscopy

In the FNS decay-heat benchmark, the experimental data are global measurements

for a material, which means that there is no direct attribution of the decay-heat to

a particular radionuclide and its production routes; only by inference, based on the

inventory simulations and their input cross section and decay data, can we deduce the

dominant radionuclides contributing to the measurements and thus which reactions are

validated by the results for a particular experiment. Even then, it is often the case that

more than one radionuclide contributes at each measurement time, although one might

be overwhelmingly dominant – as demonstrated by the early measurement times for the

SS316 experiment (figure 2b), where 56Mn contributed around 80% to the total decay

heat at the first measurement time (at ∼15 hours [22]), with remaining 20% attributed

to 57Ni.

Direct validation of the production of a specific radionuclide, ideally produced by

only one, single-step reaction pathway, requires a different experimental approach. For

this reason, UKAEA, in the period 2011-2015, undertook a campaign of irradiations at

a 14 MeV accelerator source, ASP, hosted by AWE, Aldermaston in the UK [31–34].

More than 300 experiments were performed, involving the irradiation of thin-foil metal

samples, which were then rapidly extracted to a high-purity germanium (HPGe) γ-

spectrometer. The resulting high energy-resolution γ-spectra contain count-peaks at the

characteristic energies for the different radionuclides produced in the material during

irradiation as they decay. For radionuclides with well-known γ-emission energies and

intensities, it is then possible, by summing the counts in a peak at the characteristic

energy (the counts for a γ-emission line broaden into a Gaussian peak in the experiments)

to calculate the corresponding activity from that radionuclide at the end of the
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irradiation, which can then be used to test the predicted activity for that same nuclide

from the FISPACT-II code with a given nuclear cross section library.

Several studies have already been performed based on the ASP data, including

the development of an analysis tool to automate the extraction and processing of the

experimental data [34], which provided early confirmation of the identified radionuclides

in the different experiments (i.e. by confirming that the measured decay profile matched

the accepted half-life in each case), and preliminary comparison between measured and

simulated activity for selected experiments on W, Zn, Ti, Zr, and Sn [32, 35]. An

alternative automated approach that uses artificial neural networks to identify peaks in

the measured spectra that can be subsequently tested against predictions was recently

prototyped [36], but the global assessment of performance it provides based on default

assessment parameters has proved challenging to use as the basis of a benchmark that

can support nuclear data development. All of these studies served to improve the

understanding of the requirements of a more rigorous and tailored analysis for sets of

the ASP experiments that can form the basis of a new integral simulation benchmark.

Figure 4 shows the C/E comparison performed in [37] for the radionuclides identified

by their peaks in the eight experiments performed for Mo (the eight experiments differ

in irradiation times and average fluxes – see [37] for details). Mo is of particular interest

for fusion applications as a potential alternative armour material in high heat-flux

regions of a reactor [37, 38]. There are relatively large errors shown as vertical bars

for each data point, which include contributions from statistical count errors, leading

to uncertainties in counts for both radionuclides of interest and the radionuclides uses

to estimate flux values using Fe and Al foils. Uncertainties in the TENDL-2019 [25]

nuclear data used by FISPACT-II to calculate both the activities (C values) and flux

values are also included [37]. Despite the uncertainties, the agreement is generally good,

with most calculated values within a factor of two of the experimental measurements

(i.e. the C/E values are mostly between 0.5 and 2). There are no strong trends of either

underestimation (C/E values less than 1) or overestimation (C/E value greater than 1)

for any of the five radionuclides measured, suggesting that the inventory predictions are

broadly capturing the response of Mo in these short experimental irradiations.

2.2.1. Future γ-spectroscopy measurements Further work is underway to analyse the

remaining ∼300 experiments (starting with recent analysis of 14 W experiments to test

predictions of 185W production [39]) from the UKAEA-ASP campaigns, with the final

aim being to turn them into an experimental benchmark that can be used to test the

performance of nuclear libraries for a variety of fusion materials – in much the same

way that the FNS-decay-heat benchmark described earlier is now used. However, the

analysis for Mo [37] confirms the drawbacks of the experiments; they are only able to

interrogate the production of short-lived radionuclides due to insufficient counts and

consequently low signal-to-noise ratios for radionuclides with longer half-lives. The

longest-lived of those identified in figure 4 is 97Nb, with a half-life of only T1/2 of 1.23

hours, which has limited relevance to fusion reactor operations (except maybe to identify
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Mo across eight different ASP experiments (identified by different coloured symbols).

The vertical bars show the estimated uncertainty in each result, which originates

primarily from standard count statistical errors in both the peaks of the Mo-originating

radionuclides shown as well as the counts for the flux measurement reactions in Fe and

Al foils – see [37] for more details.

the cooling requirements immediately after shutdown). Meanwhile, the FNS-decay-heat

experiments on Mo (see table 2 in [37]) probe the production of longer-lived nuclides,

with 91mNb the longest with a T1/2 of 61 days, which has important applicability to

qualify predictions of decay-heat and activity when planning for remote operations

during maintenance periods.

To be more relevant to testing nuclear code predictions in scenarios where they

will be relied upon during the design of fusion reaction operations, future campaigns at

facilities like ASP should include irradiation times of at least hours, with measurement

times of days and weeks. Even this would not be sufficient to test predictions of activity

at timescales relevant to radioactive waste decommissioning, where, for example for Mo,

the typical nuclides of concern – i.e. the ones that determine waste classification at the

point of disposal – have half-lives in the 100s or 1000s of year timescales [37]. Extended

irradiation times are also challenging at accelerator facilities like ASP or FNS (neither

of which are available anymore), which cannot typically be dedicated to one experiment

for the necessary extended timescales. Alternatively, larger material samples, combined

with longer post-irradiation γ measurements in low background shielded environments

and Compton suppression systems (to increase the signal-to-noise ratio), could be used
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to track the decay of the important longer-lived radionuclides (in Mo these are 93Mo,
94Nb, 99Tc and 91Nb [37]) without the need for longer or higher-flux irradiations.

2.3. Transmutation measurements

The nuclear data benchmarking described so far in this paper has been concerned with

the radiological outputs of irradiated materials – either directly, in the form of activity

(as in section 2.2) or indirectly via a derived quantity, decay-heat (section 2.1). However,

for the inventory simulations tested using these experiments, Becquerel activity and

other radiological response metrics, are only derived quantities; the fundamental

quantities predicted by the simulations are changes in nuclide concentrations. This

process is often called transmutation, although this strictly refers to the change of

one element into another, which is again a derived quantity as changes in nuclide

distributions are the actual predicted behaviour, and not all changes of nuclide lead

to transmutation. In many cases, the dominant transmutant nuclide growth under

irradiation corresponds to stable nuclides. For example, in the case of W under fusion

conditions, the stable nuclides 185Re and 187Re comprise almost 100% of the composition

of transmutant Re produced, with the exact balance between these two stable nuclides

varying with the neutron environment [40].

Direct experimental validation of the full transmutation response of a material is

challenging because there is no radiological response to measure from stable nuclides.

However, there have been two notable successes in the last few years for W, where

modern techniques have been employed to accurately identify the concentration of

all elements (and nuclides) produced during exposure in fission test reactors. W

is the primary material being considered for the plasma-facing armour of magnetic-

confinement fusion reactors such as EU-DEMO [5]. However, it is a strongly transmuting

element, due to high neutron capture cross sections caused including giant capture

resonances [10, 40]. These changes in composition are expected to be life-limiting for

W-based components because they can lead to loss of thermal conductivity (critical in

high heat-flux regions) [11] or segregation-induced embrittlement and hardening [41].

Thus, accurate prediction of transmutation in W will be vital for fusion engineering.

Samples of pure W (both single crystal and polycrystalline) were irradiated for 208

full-power days in 2008-9 in the High Flux Reactor (HFR) in Petten, Netherlands, and

received a total estimate damage dose of 1.67 Displacements Per Atom (dpa) from a

neutron energy spectrum with a typical fission profile peaked at 1-2 MeV and a low-

energy peak of thermal neutrons [42–45]. Later, in 2012-13, two single crystal W samples

were irradiated to doses of 0.1 (“low dose”) and 1.8 (“high dose”) dpa, respectively, in

the High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Lab in the US which has a

similar fission neutron energy profile but with an assumed more pronounced (dominant)

thermal maxwellian [46]. In both cases, Atom Probe Tomography (APT) was used

to measure the composition of the samples after irradiation, while the HFR samples

additionally had Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy performed to measure
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the elemental composition. The measurements were performed after periods of decay-

cooling (and at different decay times in the case of the EDX and APT analyses of

HFR samples) but the evolution of the samples post irradiation is negligible (based on

FISPACT-II simulations).

FISPACT-II inventory calculations were performed to simulate the irradiation (and

decay-cooling) in both cases, which were possible due to accurate knowledge of the

irradiation histories the samples received over several operational cycles of each reactor,

and also through good representation of the neutron environments (see [45, 46] for

details). It was particularly critical to obtain the correct neutron spectra for these cases

due to the importance of the low energy fluxes (below 1 keV) where the neutron-capture

cross sections – the ones that dominate the transmutation in these fission environments

– are highest. Early analysis of the HFR samples using an volume-averaged neutron

spectrum for the low flux material test location in the reactor produced significant

disagreement between the simulations and measurements [40], which was only improved

through correct characterisation of the local neutron environment around the samples.

Table 1 shows the simulation versus experiment comparison obtained from these

two separate experiments. The table shows the calculated Re and Os concentrations,

which are the primary transmutation elements in these fission-spectra experiments (Ta

was also measured in [45], but the observed and simulated concentrations were only

around 0.01 atomic %). The comparison of the simulations (performed with TENDL

nuclear data libraries) to experiment is generally very good, particularly in the low

dose samples irradiated in HFIR. At higher dose in HFIR, there is more deviation from

the experiment, potentially because of insufficient characterisation of the experiment-

specific neutron environment; only a standard spectrum was use for the calculations,

i.e. one which represents the generic or typical environment at the sample location

without taking account of any local variation, particularly in the low-energy neutron

fluxes, that could of occurred due to the specific set-up of the reactor during the time

of the experiment.

Another significant feature of these results is that the FISPACT-II simulations

were also used to aid the APT analysis. The standard approach for APT is to use

the natural abundances of isotopes of elements when sizing the mass-to-charge-state

peaks. However, this is not appropriate in samples that have undergone significant

transmutation because the isotope distributions of either the original elements or

transmutant ones will not typically follow those natural distributions. The specific

isotope ratios predicted by FISPACT-II were used to guide the fitting of the APT data,

demonstrating another important benefit of having reliable simulations. In [45], the

analysis was even extended to obtain the concentration of individual isotopes by ranging

each mass peak individually, and again the comparison to the simulated distribution is

remarkable.

2.3.1. Future transmutation benchmarking The examples described above for W

demonstrate that it is possible to perform measurements that can be used to directly
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Table 1: Transmutation measurements (APT/EDX) and simulations (FISPACT-II) for

samples of W irradiated in two different fission test reactors. Re and Os concentrations

for each material are given in atomic %. See main text for details. APT measurements

for the HFR samples are quoted with uncertainties quantified using a mass-to-charge

peak under and over ranging approach [44]. EDX measurements for the HFR samples

were performed in [42,43]. APT analysis of the HFIR samples is described in [46].

Reactor Sample Re (at.%) Os (at.%)

HFR

Single Crystal APT 1.26± 0.15 0.08± 0.02

Polycrystalline APT 1.09± 0.07 0.08± 0.02

Single Crystal EDX 1.2 0.1

FISPACT-II 1.4 0.1

HFIR

Low dose APT 1.63 0.05

Low dose FISPACT-II 1.66 0.10

High dose APT 6.38 3.23

High dose FISPACT-II 8.59 8.99

validate the inventory evolution of solid transmutants predicted by codes such as

FISPACT-II. If these were repeated for the majority of the materials relevant to

fusion applications then, assuming the comparison was favourable, there would be a

high degree of assurance in the ability to predict life-limiting transmutation effects in

materials during fusion power plant operation. Future experiments should target this

goal, acknowledging that a key requirement – as it was for the activation benchmarks

described earlier – is for the neutron environment in any experiment to be accurately

characterised to avoid some of the challenges (only partially mitigated) in the above W

examples.

3. Ongoing nuclear data needs: helium production

Accurate prediction of solid transmutants such as Re and Os in W, is not the whole

story; many of the neutron-induced reactions that nuclides undergo, particularly at the

higher energies associated with nuclear fusion, also lead to the enhanced production of

helium and hydrogen gas. The growth in concentration of He, in particular, is known to

cause swelling and embrittlement in many materials, including steels such as the RAFM

steels being developed for fusion structural applications. While, there is still significant

uncertainty in the exact mechanisms by which He might reduce the performance of

RAFM steels [12], it is nonetheless clear that as-built fusion reactors will require precise

knowledge of the expected He production rates in order to develop planned maintenance

schemes and to avoid unplanned failure events that are typically more costly and

challenging to rectify. Unfortunately, even for well-studied elements such as Fe, which

will largely determine gas production in steels, there can still be surprising deficiencies
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and variation in the nuclear data relied upon to calculate production rates.

3.1. Helium production in iron

Figure 5 shows the cross section evaluations for He production in 56Fe from the latest

releases of the main international nuclear data libraries. 56Fe comprises 91.754% of

natural abundance Fe and will therefore be the main isotope in the steels used to

construct future fusion reactors. The cross section curves for (n,α) reactions, neutron

capture followed by α-particle emission (i.e. 4He, the primary stable isotope of helium),

for the JEFF-3.3 [26] and ENDF/B-VIII [29] are a good match to the majority of

EXFOR data in the fusion relevant range up to 14 MeV. Note that some recent

experimental data from 2019 (the EXFOR points are labelled in the figure with the

year of publication) originally appeared to deviate significantly from the general trend

of data, but a review of the source data [47] indicated that these data points had been

incorrectly inserted into the EXFOR database (and actually correspond to the 54Fe(n,α)

cross section). This has now been corrected in EXFOR and the “19” data points in the

figure closely match the trend of the other data-sets, but this case highlighted the

challenges of maintaining such a large and complex database – EXFOR contains data

from more than 24 thousand experiments, encompassing the entire history of nuclear

data acquisition.
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Figure 5: Helium (α-particle) production cross sections on 56Fe, comparing the curves

from several different nuclear data libraries used for inventory simulations with the

available experimental data points in EXFOR [48]. The number next to each EXFOR

point indicates the year in which the data was published.
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The 1994 experimental values in the figure come from Sterbenz et al. [49], where

an enriched 56Fe sample was bombarded by a wide range of neutron energies (from

1 to 30 MeV) using a spallation source at Los Alamos National Lab in the US. The

experiment did not identify the origin of the 4He particles produced, which were

measured using silicon detectors, and so the experiment in fact measured the total

(n,Xα) cross sections. This explains why the “94” data points continue to increase

beyond 16 MeV, in contrast to the evaluated curves from the data libraries – those

higher energy cross sections correspond to the sum of at least two 4He production

channels, (n,α) and (n,nα), which is confirmed by the equivalent (n,α) + (n,nα) curve

from JEFF-3.3 (ENDF/B-VIII.0 does not contain the (n,nα) channel in the version

of the library read by FISPACT-II, potentially indicating a processing issue due to

improper adherence to ENDF-6 coding standards [50]). This 1994 [49] experiment is

the only one in the EXFOR database with such a complete coverage of relevant energy

range for fusion neutrons, and gives the most confidence to the evaluated libraries.

The curves for TENDL-2021 are less satisfactory, showing a significant under

prediction of the cross sections compared to the experimental data, which could have

significant engineering implications if FISPACT-II simulations using this evaluation was

used to predict steel lifetimes. However, TENDL libraries continue to evolve, and the

automated production methodology [51, 52] used to create them enables a more rapid

response to adjustment needs, so there is a good expectation that the deviation in

figure 5 will be corrected for the TENDL-2023 release.

3.2. Helium production in carbon

Carbon has many potential applications in fusion systems. While pure C is no longer

favoured as an armour material due to sputtering and tritium retention issues [53], there

are potential applications for compounds of carbon, such as W-C as a neutron shield [54]

and SiC composites as a high-temperature structural material [55].

However, there is a neutron interaction in carbon that could cast doubt on the

suitability of carbon-based compounds for fusion applications. In figure 6, EXFOR

cross section data associated with the typical (n,α) channel for He production is shown

for the primary stable isotope of C, 12C (98.93% of natural carbon). Also shown, is

data attributed to an alternative, more exotic nuclear reaction channel, which involves

neutron capture followed by the break-up of 12C into three α-particles and a residual

neutron. Typically designated as (n,n′2α) (the third α particle of 4He nucleus is the

remaining residual in this convention), the figure shows that there is experimental data

that provides strong evidence of a non-negligible cross section for this channel at and

around the 14 MeV neutron energies of the deuterium-tritium fusion reaction.

Unfortunately, TENDL-2021 does not include the triple-α production channel, nor

do any of the other nuclear data libraries produced in the last decade – at least not in

a way that is suitable for inventory simulations. Finding a library that contains this

reaction correctly requires the use of the 2003 version of the European Activation File,
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Figure 6: Helium (α-particle) production cross sections on 12C, comparing the curves

from the TENDL-2021 [23] with those from EAF-2003 [56]. EXFOR experimental cross

section data points for the two different reaction channels (n,α) and (n,n′2α) are also

shown.

EAF-2003 [56], which was produced at UKAEA as part of a release of the forerunner to

FISPACT-II, EASY [57] and the FISPACT [58] code within it (later EAF versions also

contained this unusual channel but the comparison to EXFOR data is very poor).

Figure 6 shows this EAF-2003 cross section curve for (n,n′2α), which is a reasonable

fit for the somewhat scattered experimental data. It is interesting to note that the total

α production channel (n,Xα) in TENDL-2021, also shown in the figure, appears to have

features consistent with the EAF-2003 curve for (n,n′2α), albeit at a much higher cross

section value. Since (n,Xα) is “total” production it must include the triple production

as an effective three-times higher cross section, which is consistent with the comparison

of the TENDL-2021-(n,Xα) and EAF-2003-(n,n′2α) in the figure. However, a correct

(n,Xα) is not sufficient to produce accurate inventory evolution as it does not allow for

differentiation between reaction channels (e.g. (n,α), (n,α), and (n,n′2α) could not be

reliably separated for 12C from (n,Xα)).

To see the impact of this apparent omission in modern libraries we can compare 4He

production predictions in C under fusion conditions, with and without this additional

(n,n′2α) channel. In [59], where a comprehensive response database was created for

all elements under EU-DEMO conditions, the predicted He production after 2 years

of continuous operation in the first wall of the reactor (corresponding to a flux of
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5.04 × 1014 n cm−2 s−1) was 410 atomic parts per million (appm) with the TENDL-

2015 [60] nuclear data library. Meanwhile, if, instead, the FISPACT-II calculation is

repeated with the EAF-2003 cross section data then the predicted He concentration

after 2 years is almost an order of magnitude higher at ∼ 3500 appm. Such a predicted

difference, if validated, could have dramatic implications for any carbon compound’s

potential use in a fusion reactor – either the material lifetime will be severely limited

due to helium-induced swelling or embrittlement or the material will require advanced

microstructural engineering to allow it to accommodate high gas production without

failure. In any case, the observations here confirm that there must an effort to reinstate

the (n,n′2α) for 12C into the next releases of libraries like TENDL, and also that there

is a need for further experiments to evaluate this potentially highly impactful reaction

channel – the data points are highly scattered in figure 6.

4. Other applications of nuclear data in fusion

This paper has focused on the validation and needs for cross section libraries that predict

transmutation of materials via inventory codes. However, this is not the only application

for nuclear data within fusion engineering. First, are decay data, whose libraries are an

essential component of inventory simulations as they provide the decay rate (or decay

constant, the reciprocal of half-life) of the radionuclides created by neutron irradiation.

As well as influencing the transmutation evolution during irradiation, nuclear decay

rates control the further evolution of a material inventory after irradiation. Combined

with the information provided in decay-data libraries concerning the types (α, β, γ-

decay, etc.) and energies of decay that radionuclides undergo, these rates determine

the radiological outputs of a material, including Becquerels, dose, and (decay) heat,

and thus define many of the simulation results discussed in this paper (all of those

discussed in sections 2.1 and 2.1 as well as the results shown in figure 1). However,

these decay libraries typically receive less validation and verification attention than

cross section libraries, with a view within the community that there are no issues to

resolve. There has been some recent effort to evaluate the performance and coverage

of decay libraries [61], which led to the production of a new recommended file “decay-

2020” [62] for simulations in FISPACT-II. There is a clear need to understand the

accuracy of decay-data, particularly as it has a critical role in radiological predictions

such as decay-heat and dose-rates.

Equally critical to understanding the nuclear environment in fusion are the

transport simulations that predict how neutrons propagate through the 3-dimensional

geometry of a reactor. While inventory simulations predict the time evolution of

materials due to the neutron fluxes and energy distributions, it is the transport

simulations that are typically used to predict those neutron fields as a function of

position within a nuclear system. Transport codes, such as MCNP [63] or OpenMC [64],

use the same fundamental cross section data as inventory simulations but the important

(dominant) reaction channels are instead those associated with elastic and inelastic
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scattering, neither of which change the parent isotope and thus do not normally

contribute to inventory evolution (some inelastic scattering events can convert a nuclide

into one of its metastable states leading to a change in radiological output from a

material – as discussed for case of Os in section 2.1). The validation of transport

simulations and transport nuclear cross section libraries has not been discussed here,

although accurate calculation of the neutron flux spectrum is critical to all of the

examples discussed. Validation of transport data is nonetheless an area that receives

significant attention, including for fusion applications. For example, the validation

of simulations used to predict shielding requirements of nuclear reactors has driven

projects to create “shielding benchmarks” for fusion and fission scenarios (see [65] for

a recent review), while the need for accurate prediction of tritium breeding with fusion

reactor concepts has motivated TBR (tritium breeding ratio) benchmarks that test both

transport on transmutation modelling (for example, see [66,67]).

5. Discussion

This paper has highlighted several examples of successful validation of nuclear data

libraries and the inventory codes that use them. While the FNS-decay-heat benchmark

is an invaluable tool used to test nuclear data libraries it has a limited scope in terms of

materials covered, which don’t reflect modern fusion needs, and the irradiation and decay

timescales considered, which are not representative of fusion power plant operations.

The more recent UKAEA-ASP γ-spectroscopy experiments also suffer from issues of

insufficient experimental timescales and there is a clear need to expand experimental

efforts to target key fusion materials and measure, in particular, radiological responses

on timescales relevant to the days, weeks and eventual years of fusion plant operations

and years and decades associated with decommissioning activities.

Advancements in composition analysis techniques are providing a promising new

route for experimental data on transmutation (burn-up) of materials under neutron

irradiation. The potential to perform validation of the complete transmutation

predictions from inventory simulations, rather than only testing the part of the

calculations leading to a radiological response, will be an important new assurance route

for fusion materials. With this new perspective on the potential for direct validation

of transmutation predictions, there is scope to revisit historical irradiated materials

that have not previously been considered for transmutation measurement, which could

now be analysed using advanced techniques such as APT and thus provide a new

archive of materials for transmutation validation. However, there is also a need for new

experiments to measure transmutation of materials in fusion-relevant environments; the

results presented in this paper only demonstrate the successful method with fission-

irradiated material, which would also be the case for the majority of historical samples

that the technique could be applied to.

Not only are further experiments needed to address the outstanding issues for key

fusion materials, but also more careful development of inventory nuclear data libraries
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to target the specific and unique needs of fusion (e.g. fission reactors are unlikely to be

impacted by the He production channels in Fe and C, which are only “open” at fusion

relevant neutron energies). Both integral experiments, for example of decay-heat, and

differential cross section measurements are needed. Differential data needs should be

guided by the identified priority reaction channels for fusion, such as those identified for

W [21] and Mo [37], which should be recorded in and appropriate database of “needs”

such as NEA’s High Priority Request List (HPRL). Whether fusion specific cross section

libraries, which previously existed (i.e. EAF) but have now become obsolete, are needed

will depend on whether future evolutions of modern general purpose libraries such as

TENDL, ENDF/B, and JEFF, will consider more proactively the fusion-relevant energy

ranges alongside the ongoing needs of future nuclear fission developments.
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